Inspire™ 500 for Women
In-Ear Wireless Sport Headphones

Never hurts. Never falls out.

Features

Presenting the Inspire™ 500 for Women Sports Headphones by JBL, designed for smaller

TwistLock™ technology

feminine ears. Whether you’re running cross-country or hitting the bench, our secure

FlexSoft™

TwistLock™ technology keeps these headphones in place – the ergonomic ear tips are

Sweat Proof

guaranteed never to hurt or fall out, while superior materials provide quality endurance

Microphone with music and track control

through sweat, water, and rain. You can also stream up to 8 hours of JBL Signature Sound

8-hour life smart battery

over Bluetooth®, and the thoughtfully provided detachable clip keeps the cable manageable.

JBL Signature Sound with Pure Bass
performance

Inspire™ 500 for Women
In-Ear Wireless Sport Headphones

Features and Benefits

What’s in the box:

TwistLock technology
Our patented TwistLock™ technology provides a secure fit, ensuring these headphones never fall out
even during the most rigorous physical activities.

1 pair of Inspire™ 500 for Women headphones

FlexSoft™
Guaranteed never to hurt, these headphones are ergonomically designed to avoid nerve rich areas
of the ear for long-lasting comfort. Made with ultra-soft medical-grade, flexible silicone to ensure a
comfortable fit for hours on end.

1 x Warning card

Sweat Proof
Developed for training in any conditions, the Inspire™ 500 endures through rain, water, and sweat.

Technical specifications:

™

Microphone with music and track control
The sweat and water resistant 3-button microphone system provides a new level of convenience for
the multi-tasker. Through the click of a button, you’re able to control phone calls and music tracks
without breaking from your work-out. Compatible with most smart phones.
8-hour life smart battery
Our battery life is tested and proven to power a week’s worth of workouts. Track the battery life with
LED and audible indicators.

1 pair of additional ear tips
1 x Warranty card
1 x Sport carry pouch
1 x Charging cable

Dynamic Driver size: 12.2mm
Frequency response: 20-20kHz
Impedance: 32 Ohm
BT type: 4.1
Battery Lifetime (hr): up to 8
Weight: 17.5g

JBL Signature Sound with Pure Bass performance
For over 60 years, JBL has engineered precise, naturally articulated sound found in high-end
cinemas, arenas and recording studios around the world.
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